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About This Content

Resident Evil 7: biohazard Original Soundtrack contains 81 bone-chilling tracks including the extended version of Go Tell
Aunt Rhody.

The two and a half hour soundtrack has been reauthored from the original source material. Includes both 16-bit MP3 (320Kbps)
and 24-bit FLAC lossless formats. (Total size: 1.66GB)

IMPORTANT NOTE: FLAC version must be downloaded manually by ticking the checkbox under the 'DLC' section.

Soundtrack files can be found under the game's installation directory below:

\\Steam\steamapps\common\RE7\#SOUNDTRACK\
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Although rough at the edges and buggy (after all this is an early-access), handled right it can become a fantastic game.. The
game.. doesn't work.
It launches and then crashes soon after with a blank gray screen.
Not only does it not work, but about 10 - 20 seconds into the blank gray screen, I get a popup on steam for a VR game by
"Prism Development" or something. I don't entirely understand what's going on, but the game's broken.
\u203e\\_(\u30c4)_\/\u203e. Good game! The magic chest with all the items in the game helped a lot. Found the escort ship
remains on the furthest west island to complete final mirrows quest and reached the summit with a bit of mining up the west
mountain.. Its a really fun game in all but to give it a challenge, put pc gamers with pc gamers and mobile gamers with mobile
gamers.. An OK game that is somewhat annoying game mechanics wise. I wouldn't say its worth the 8 bucks but on sale
perhaps.. decent story, excellent voice acting.

waaay meta

highly recommend. Raccoon's slip and fall animation is hilarious !. At first, Gateways looks like a clone of Portal minus the Z-
axis. And for the first twenty or so minutes, that's basically what it turns out to be.

However, it isn't long until the game's true nature reveals itself. It's a cross between a metroidvania and a puzzler. The game
takes place in a single massive level, and you're supposed to go from place to place gathering powerups that let you go to the
next place. Those powerups are new puzzle tools you use to solve the puzzles blocking the way to the next powerup. It even has
optional powerups, just like any good metroidvania.

It's put together quite well. There are help points for each puzzle that can first tell you (for a small cost*) if your current
powerups are enough to solve the puzzle and, if so, can then show you (for a large cost*) how they are solved. That being said,
the puzzles (at least thus far) have been trivially easy to solve. Maybe the tough ones are reserved for the end of the game. We'll
see. At least it has a level editor and workshop support.

*These costs are paid with in-game pickups. I figure this is worth clarifying in this day and age of in-app purchases.
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I have just completed the main story of the game after 9.8 hours. I played it yesterday and today intensively and had a
wonderfully pleasant experience with it. I like the colours, the fact that there is no time pressure, the idea is to just gather
resources and use them in production and fulfill various objectives. It is a simple and pleasant economic game which I really
enjoyed. I encountered no bugs in the game except for one which a simple ctrl-alt-delete resolved without any save games being
lost so the game is 100% playable. If you want to get a relaxing game in which you build and gather resources without any time
constraint, I reccomend this game 100%. Thank you, developers :).. The game is simplistic, at best, and is interesting since it is
an RPGMaker game. However, there are a lot of flaws to it. There isn't much strategy or tactics to work with, since it seems
luck-based. Heck, you can even let it auto-play for you (F6 to start autoplay--with auto-rematch, F to end autoplay). If you want
to speed up the card-dealing or auto-play, just hold Z.

There's no in-game tutorial and there's only game rules provided on the Steam page and the in-game guide via the menu. When
looking through the provided in-game 'Guides', the words do get cut off--you can easily guess the word but it's distracting (the
menu itself loops thru as well, so be sure to hit Esc or X when you're done going through it). Online Multi-Player is not available
(or I can't figure out how to access it since there's no instructions for it) but there seems to be a not-so-active global chatroom.
But if you really want to, the achievements are indeed there for those that want to be ambitious (ie get 50 or 100 wins in a row).

Overall, I do not recommend it if you're looking for something challenging or competitive. But if you need a sort of mental
break or want to play something when burnt out or something else 'different', I do recommend this game. However, I say wait
for this game to go on sale before buying. A good portion (if not all) of the music is under creative commons; it is an
RPGMaker-made game; there's no other appeal besides its novel gameplay.. Very good game, as long as the following
expansions aren't expensive, I could see myself really sinking time into this.. Good Game on sale, very similar to previous
games. As you progress you are earning crystals to upgrade totem powers and brick powers, additionaly you are getting tokens to
gamble - where you can win more crystals. Good old match 3.. I'd recommend a bit of an overhaul on the controls, but
nontheless it isn't a bad game.
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